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Description

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
collecting fine particles from flue gases onto selected col-
lector surfaces, in which method

- flue gases containing fine particles exiting from a
combustion chamber are led to a selected chamber
delimited by walls, which is part of the flow channel
of the flue gas,

- with the aid of a corona discharge of a corona elec-
trode which is in high-voltage relative to the collector
surfaces of an ion source, gas ions are formed in a
separate body relative to the chamber, the ion source
being inside the body,

- the gas ions formed are led to the selected chamber
delimited by walls and mixed with the flue gases in
order to charge the fine particles contained in the
flue gas with the aid of gas ions, and

- the charged fine particles are collected on collector
surfaces.

[0002] The invention also relates to a corresponding
device and arrangement.
[0003] Aerosol fine particles, i.e. particles floating in a
gas, arise in many natural and man-made processes.
Examples of natural processes are pollen particles aris-
ing from plants, sea aerosols caused by wind and evap-
oration, and dust lifted by the wind from the surface of
the ground. The most common of man-made processes
is the use of organic fuels, such as the use of fossil or
bio-fuels in energy production. Many of these aerosol
fine particles are detrimental to health. Particles arising
in natural processes may cause allergic symptoms in
people and detrimental organic compounds may also oc-
cur in some processes. Particles arising in combustion
and industrial processes for their part often contain not
only detrimental organic compounds, but also heavy met-
als.
[0004] Small particles, less than a micrometre in size,
may cause problems in health purely due to their small
size, when they induce defence reactions in the body.
[0005] Several different methods are known for filtering
aerosol particles from gases. The most efficient of these
are various fibre filters and electrical filters. In fibre filters,
separation is based on the inertia of aerosol particles
impacting the material of the filter. In electrical filters, aer-
osol particles are charged electrically and their move-
ment is influenced with the aid of an electric field, so that
they collide with collector surfaces. The advantage of
electrical filters is a small pressure drop and easier de-
tachment of the collected solids from the collector sur-
faces for further treatment.
[0006] In traditional electric filters aerosol particles are
charged typically with the aid of gas ions arising in a co-
rona discharge. The charged aerosol particles are trans-
ferred with the aid of an external electrical field to a col-
lector plate. The electrodes creating a corona discharge

are generally located in the flue gas and can also form
an electric field used to collect aerosol particles (a so-
called one-stage electric filter). Known drawbacks of the
method are keeping the electrodes and high-voltage in-
sulators used in a corona discharge clean. The operation
of traditional electric filters also limits the geometry of the
equipment. Good filtering efficiency is achieved only with
cylindrical or flat-plate structures.
[0007] Traditional electric filters can be combined with
other functions, such as heat recovery. However, it is
then necessary to operate within the boundary conditions
set by filtering, and the thermal transfer process cannot
be optimized.
[0008] Aerosol particles can also be collected without
the effect of an external electric field. This phenomenon
called chamber charging filtering is based on exploiting
an electric field created by unipolar charged particles
when guiding particles to the collector surfaces. A cloud
formed by unipolar charged aerosol particles tends to
expand due to the effect of internal electrical repulsive
forces and in a delimited chamber some of the particles
are driven onto the walls. However, the method is not
particularly efficient and in it is theoretically possible to
achieve a cleaning effect of only about 40 % by using it.
The electric field formed by of charged aerosol parts is
not as powerful as a field formed by an external voltage
source. In addition, the electric field formed by an aerosol
particle cloud weakens as filtering progresses.
[0009] Publication US 2012/180659 A1 discloses a
method for separating particles from particle-laden gas
wherein charged particles are formed by charging parti-
cles of a particle-laden gas. A gas jet is provided by guid-
ing the particle-laden gas by a flow guide. Particles from
the gas jet are collected to a collecting electrode by an
electric field. An effective collecting area of the collecting
electrode is positioned such that gas velocity gradient at
each point of the effective collecting area is smaller than
10% of the maximum gas velocity in the gas jet divided
by the height dimension of the jet.
[0010] Publication US 2011/126712 A1 discloses a
method for separating contaminants from gas ions in co-
rona discharge ionizing bars. Clean corona ionization
bars separate contaminant byproducts from corona gen-
erated ions by establishing a non-ionized gas stream
having a pressure and directed toward an attractive non-
ionizing electric field of a charge neutralization target, by
establishing a plasma region of ions and contaminant
byproducts in which the pressure is sufficiently lower than
the pressure of the non-ionized gas stream to prevent
byproducts from migrating into the non-ionized gas
stream. The ionization bar(s) may be located sufficiently
close to the charged neutralization target that a non-ion-
izing electric field of the target induces at least a sub-
stantial portion of the ions to migrate into the non-ionized
gas stream and to the neutralization target as a clean
ionized gas stream.
[0011] Publication US 6,620,224 B1 discloses an air
purification device including: a first electrode in the shape
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of a hollow cylinder having both ends open; a second
electrode in the shape of a solid needle having a tip end
portion of a predetermined length including a pointed tip;
a dielectric member covering the second electrode ex-
cept the tip end portion; and a power supply for applying
a high voltage across the two electrodes in order to create
a corona discharge, for generating ozone and ion wind.
The dielectric material may be of any type of silicone or
plastic (including epoxy) as long as it is inexpensive and
easy to mold. The dielectric member is, for example, in
the shape of a circular flange, providing ease of mainte-
nance and safety measures as well as permitting effec-
tive airflow.
[0012] The invention is intended to create a more effi-
cient and cheaper method, device, and arrangement for
removing fine particles from flue gases, than solutions of
the prior art. The characteristic features of the method
according to the present invention are stated in the ac-
companying Claim 1. The characteristic features of the
device according to the present invention are stated in
the accompanying Claim 9. The characteristic features
of the arrangement according to the present invention
are stated in the accompanying Claim 12.
[0013] The intention of the method according to the
present invention can be achieved by means of a method
for collecting fine particles from flue gases on selected
collector surfaces, in which the flue gases containing fine
particles exiting the combustion chamber are led to a
selected chamber delimited by walls, which is part of the
flue gas flow channel. With the aid of a corona discharge
of a corona electrode which is in high-voltage relative to
the collector surfaces of the ion source, gas ions are
formed in a separate body relative to the chamber, the
ion source being inside the body, which gas ions formed
are led to a selected chamber delimited by walls and
mixed with the flue gases, in order to charge the fine
particles contained in the flue gas with the aid of gas ions.
The charged fine particles are collected on the collector
surfaces. In the method, the separate body is electrically
a passive part of the ion source and further the counter
potential of the corona electrode and the collector surface
of the charged fine particles is formed from the walls of
the selected chamber. The method can be implemented
without a separate collection area, as the walls of the
selected chamber act as such as the collection area.
[0014] Preferably in the method, an electric field is
formed with the aid of gas ions, which is at least over a
specific length of the selected flow channel more power-
ful than the electric field formed by the corona electrode
against the ground potential. In other words, in the meth-
od according to the invention, the electrically charged
aerosol particles are collected by exploiting an electric
field formed by the gas ions. In this way, the collection
efficiency of the fine particles can be raised to as much
as more than 90 % of the total amount of fine particles
contained in the flue gases.
[0015] The corona discharge can be created with the
aid of a corona electrode and a surface in the ground

potential relative to the corona electrode.
[0016] Preferably the electrical field created with the
aid of the gas ions is stronger than the electric field formed
by the corona electrode against the ground potential of
the selected flow channel over a length of 3 - 30 cm,
preferably 10 - 25 cm.
[0017] Preferably in the method fine particles are col-
lected, which are of a size of less than 10 pm, preferably
less than 2 pm. It is extremely difficult to collect these
fine particles with the aid of conventional fibre filters.
[0018] The life of gas ions formed with the aid of a
corona discharge can be 30 - 150 ms, preferably 50 - 80
mss. Thus they are able to charge a considerable number
of fine particles.
[0019] In the method, the operating voltage of the co-
rona electrode of the ion source is preferably 50 - 95 %,
preferably 80 - 90 % of the breakdown voltage. The volt-
age is tried to be maximized without breakdowns, that
weaken filtering.
[0020] In the method, the gas ions can be mixed with
flue gases, the temperature of which is less than 700 °C,
preferably less than 500 °C. At these temperatures, the
collection of fine particles takes place efficiently.
[0021] According to one embodiment, in the method
the gas ions are mixed with the flue gases at a point that
is out of reach of the combustion flame. The ions arising
in connection with combustion will then not disturb the
charging of the fine particles.
[0022] In the method, the excess pressure used can
be 50 - 2000 Pa, preferably 100 - 500 Pa relative to the
chamber. Thus a sufficient shielding-gas flow is created,
so that the entry of flue gases to the ion-source body can
be prevented.
[0023] According to one embodiment, the fine particles
are collected inside the combustion boiler. The collection
of the fine particles can then be implemented, for exam-
ple, in the chimney without a separate process stage.
[0024] Preferably the operating voltage used in the
method is proportional to the distance between the co-
rona electrode and the walls of the selected chamber.
[0025] In the method, the device can be located in such
chamber, in which the flow velocity of the flue gases in
the area of influence of the corona electrode is less than
1.5 m/s, preferably less than 0.5 m/s. Thus the fine par-
ticles contained in the flue gases can be charged properly
and collect efficiently on the walls of the boiler. In this
connection, the term area of influence refers to an area
around the corona electrode which is a maximum of 30
cm long.
[0026] In the method, the diameter of the body of the
ion source can 20 - 50 %, preferably 15 - 40 % of the
diameter of the chamber. The electric field formed by the
gas ions will then be formed sufficiently effectively over
the whole area of the selected chamber.
[0027] An electrically passive body is preferably
formed from ceramic material, which retains its insulating
capacity at the operating temperature. Thus the forma-
tion of leak flows is effectively prevented.
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[0028] The intention of the device according to the in-
vention can be achieved by means of a device for creating
an electric field for collecting the fine particles of flue gas-
es on the walls of the boiler, which is arranged to be
located in a selected chamber inside the boiler. The de-
vice includes an ion source equipped with a corona elec-
trode for creating gas ions with the aid of a corona dis-
charge, a high-voltage source for the corona electrode,
and a fan/protective-gas connection for preventing dirt-
ying of the ion source. The ion source includes a body
for separating the corona electrode from the selected
chamber, in which the walls belonging to the chamber
form a ground potential for the corona electrode. The
body of the ion source is electrically passive.
[0029] The operating voltage of the corona electrode
of the device is preferably 50 - 95 %, preferably 80 - 90
% of the breakdown voltage. In this way it is possible to
ensure the formation of a corona discharge under all con-
ditions.
[0030] The electrically passive body is preferably man-
ufactured from a ceramic material, the volume resistivity
of which is at least 4*106 ohm-cm, preferably at least
4*107 ohm-cm, most preferably 4*108 ohm-cm at a tem-
perature of 500 °C. Such a ceramic material retains its
electrical insularity even at high temperatures, and does
not cause leak flows.
[0031] The intention of the arrangement according to
the invention can be achieved by means of an arrange-
ment for collecting fine particles from flue gases, which
arrangement includes a chamber delimited by walls for
the flue gases exiting the combustion chamber and an
ion source containing a high-voltage corona electrode
located inside a separate body from the chamber delim-
ited by walls, and a counter-surface in a ground potential
relative to the corona electrode, for creating gas ions.
Further, the arrangement includes a fan located before
the protective-gas connection belonging to the body, for
preventing the dirtying of the ion source and for mixing
the gas ions with the flue gases, to charge the fine par-
ticles, and collector surfaces for collecting the charged
fine particles. In the arrangement a device according to
the above description is used. Thus, the number and life
of the gas ions to be created by the corona electrode
increases, so that the efficiency of the separation of fine
particles can be increased.
[0032] The device is preferably situated in such cham-
ber, in which the flow velocity of the flue gases past the
corona electrode is less than 1.5 m/s, preferably less
than 0.5 m/s. In this way the fine particles are able to be
charged properly and collect on the walls of the chamber.
At the same time, the flow velocity is sufficiently low for
the risk of the fine particles collected detaching from the
walls to be small.
[0033] The diameter of a the body is 10 - 50 %, pref-
erably 15 - 40 % of the diameter of the chamber. Thus
the electric field creating gas ions will be sufficiently
strong over the entire area of the selected chamber.
[0034] According to one embodiment, the arrange-

ment includes means for feeding a shielding gas in con-
nection with the feed-through between the body and the
wall. With the aid of the feed of a shielding gas the cham-
ber between the body and the wall is kept clean, so that
a surface layer causing leak flows is not able to arise.
[0035] According to one embodiment, the device can
be aligned relative to the chamber in the case of the co-
rona electrode. Thus the ions creates can be directed
more effectively to achieve a better cleaning ability and
at the same time also to increase the charge received by
the particles to increase the collection efficiency.
[0036] In the solution according to the invention, the
average strength of the electric field used to collect the
particles can be increased to be as large as the field
created by an external voltage source in traditional elec-
tric filters.
[0037] Because the ions used both for charging the
aerosol particles and for creating the collection field are
created in a shielding airflow outside the actual gas being
cleaned, the problem of the dirtying of the corona elec-
trode and the insulation is avoided.
[0038] The ions required to charge the aerosol parti-
cles and to collect the particles can be produced either
at the same time (one-stage filtering) or separately (two-
stage filtering).
[0039] According to one embodiment, the charging
and collection of the particles can be performed in any
partly delimited chamber containing the gas to be
cleaned. An example of such a chamber is the heat ex-
changer of a pellet burner, in which the necessary equip-
ment for cleaning collected solids already exists. A sec-
ond example is the part of a flue duct to be connected
with the ash pan of a fireplace, into which the collected
solids can be emptied in connection with the emptying
of the ash pan. The filter can also be implemented in a
partly delimited chamber designed particularly for the fil-
ter.
[0040] According to one embodiment, the shielding
gas is used to keep both the ion source and the corona
electrode clean. In this way leak flows and breakdowns
on both the inner and outer surfaces of the body are
avoided.
[0041] The method according to the invention and the
corresponding device and arrangement are best suited
for cleaning fine particles from flue gases in diesel and
wood-burning processes and in processes of the glass
industry. The size of fine particles from wood burning is
on average less than 0.3 micrometres and from the com-
bustion of diesel slightly less than this and in glass-in-
dustry processes less than 0.7 micrometres. In the meth-
od according to the invention, the recovery of fine parti-
cles can be performed without a separate collector, using
the walls of a closed chamber for collection.
[0042] In the following, the invention is described in
detail with reference to the accompanying drawings de-
picting some applications of the invention, in which

Figure 1 shows a gas-cleaning apparatus, which
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contains an ion source for charging particles and cre-
ating a filtering field, as well as a surface for collecting
particles,
Figure 2 shows a gas-cleaning apparatus, which
contains an ion source for charging particles, an ion
source for creating a filtering field, and a surface for
collecting particles,
Figure 3a shows a schematic diagram of one em-
bodiment of the ion source,
Figure 3b shows a schematic diagram of a second
embodiment of the ion source,
Figure 4 shows an example of the field strength of
the electrical field of a traditional electrical filter,
Figure 5 shows an example of the electric field cre-
ated by one embodiment of the ion source,
Figure 6 shows an example of the field strength of
the electrical field created by ions according to the
invention,
Figure 7 shows one embodiment of the invention,
Figure 8 shows one embodiment of the invention,
and
Figure 9 shows the use of a shielding gas for keeping
body of the ion source clean.

[0043] For reasons of clarity, the figures only show the
details necessary in terms of the invention. Structures
and details that are unnecessary in terms of the invention,
but which will be obvious to one skilled in the art, have
been omitted from the figures, in order to emphasize the
specific features of the invention. Such unnecessary de-
tails are, among others, the firebox and the more detailed
structures of the heat exchanger.
[0044] In the method according to the invention, a flue
gas containing fine particles, which can come from, for
example, a boiler, is cleaned of fine particles by collecting
the fine particles on collector surfaces. In the method, for
example, the flue gases containing fine particles exiting
the combustion chamber are led to a selected chamber
acting as a flow channel delimited by walls, such as, for
example, a flow channel flowing downwards from the
boiler. An ion source separate form the selected chamber
delimited by walls is situated in the flow channel and con-
tains a high-voltage corona electrode and an electrically
passive body, in which the corona electrode is located.
The ion source can also include a fan, by means of which
a shielding gas is blown around the corona electrode to
prevent dirtying. The high voltage of the corona electrode
discharges as a corona discharge between the corona
electrode and the walls of the delimited chamber in a
ground potential relative to the corona electrode, which
forms together with the shielding gas charged gas ions.
In other words, in the method according to the invention,
the body of the ion source is electrically passive.
[0045] When the gas ions are led out of the body of
the ion source, they mix with the flue gases and at the
same time the gas ions charge the fine particles con-
tained in the flue gases. The gas ions form an ion cloud,
which creates through a chamber charging phenomenon

in the chamber delimited by walls an electric field E, which
drives the charged fine particles VH to the collector sur-
faces formed by the collector area Ka of the selected
chamber, i.e. to the walls of the selected chamber. The
electric field formed by the gas ions is preferably over a
specific distance of the flow channel formed by the se-
lected chamber stronger than the electric field formed by
the corona electrode against the ground potential. Pref-
erably this distance is 3 - 30 cm, most preferably 10 - 25
cm, so that the life of the gas ions is up to tens that of
solutions according to the prior art. The counter-potential
of the corona electrode and the collector surface of the
charged fine particles is formed of the walls of the select-
ed chamber.
[0046] Figure 1 shows one embodiment of the device
according to the invention. The device in question con-
tains a selected chamber 20 delimited by walls 200, in
which the flue gas PK to be cleaned and containing fine
particles flows as well as an ion source 100 for feeding
ionized gas IK, i.e. gas ions to the selected chamber 20.
The ionized gas IK fed by the ion source 100 to the cham-
ber 20 can be mixed with the flue gas PK to be cleaned
through the turbulence effect caused by the body 110 of
the ion source 100. Because the unipolar gas ions of the
ionized gas IK reject each other, the gas ions I can be
mixed with the flue gas PK to be cleaned, with the aid of
electrostatic forces. The gas ions I contained in the ion-
ized gas IK charge the fine particles H in the gas. The
fine particles H can be, for example, solid or liquid parti-
cles. The gas ions I form together with the charged fine
particles VH an ion cloud IP. The ion cloud forms, through
the chamber-charging phenomenon an electric field E,
which drives the charged fine particles VH to the collector
surfaces KP formed in the collector area KA of the se-
lected chamber 20.
[0047] The shielding gas SK prevents dirty flue gas
from entering the body 110 of the ion source 100. The
properties of the shielding gas, such as composition and
temperature, can be adjusted to optimize the operation
of the filter. The output of the filtering can be improves
by using several single-phase filter units SU1.
[0048] Figure 2 shows another embodiment of the de-
vice according to the invention. The device in question
contains a selected chamber 20 delimited by walls, in
which the flue gas PK to be cleaned flows, and ion sourc-
es 100 for feeding ionized gas IK1 and IK2 to the selected
chamber.
[0049] The ionized gas IK1 and IK2 fed by the ion
sources 100 to the chamber 20 can be mixed with the
flue gas PK through the turbulence effect caused by the
channels 110. Because the unipolar gas ions of the ion-
ized gases IK1 and IK2 reject each other, the gas ions
I1 and 12 can be mixed with the flue gas to be cleaned
with the aid of electrostatic forces. The gas ions I1 con-
tained in the ionized gas IK1 produced by the ion source
100 charge the fine particles H in the gas, which collect
on the collector surfaces according to Figure 1. The fine
particles H can be, for example, solid or liquid fine parti-
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cles. The gas ions 12 of the ionized gas IK2 produced
by the second ion source 100 form, together with the
charged fine particles VH, an ion cloud IP. The ion cloud
forms, through the chamber-charging phenomenon, a
electric field E, which drives the charged fine particles
VH to the collector surfaces KP formed in the collection
area KA of the chamber. Though in Figure 2 the collection
area is shown as forming only after the second ion
source, it should, however, be understood that also after
the first ion source forms its own electric field and collec-
tion area, correspondingly to Figure 1.
[0050] The shielding gas SK prevents dirty gas from
entering the ion sources 100. The properties of the shield-
ing gas, such as composition and temperature, can be
adjusted to optimize the operation of the filter. The effec-
tiveness of the filtering can be improved by using several
chargers VA and collectors KE in different combinations.
[0051] Figure 3a shows a schematic diagram of one
preferred embodiment of the ion source. In the figure,
the distance between the body 110 and the walls 200 is
not shown in the correct scale. The ion source 100 can
comprise a body 301 forming the body 110, which is
made from an electrically non-conducting material, a gas
guide 302, a corona electrode 303, a shielding gas con-
nection 304 for the shielding gas SK, a high-voltage con-
ductor 305, as a high-voltage supply 306. The ion source
100 is located in a chamber 20 containing the flue gas
PK to be cleaned, such as inside the flow channel. The
gas ions arise in a corona discharge, which is formed
between the corona electrode 303 and the walls 200 of
the chamber 20. The walls 200 of the chamber 20 should
be of a reasonably electrically conductive material and
grounded. The terms a reasonably electrically conduc-
tive material refers to a material, the electrical conduc-
tivity of which is sufficient to prevent a significant amount
of charge accumulating on the inner surfaces of the wall
200 of the chamber 20.
[0052] In this connection, the term electrically passive
refers to the fact that the body of the ion source should
have a sufficient electrical isolation capacity for the co-
rona discharge to take place between the corona elec-
trode 303 and the wall 200 of the chamber 20, and that
electrons cannot travel in the body. More specifically, re-
sistivity can be used as a gauge of separation ability,
which should be at least 4*106 ohm-cm, preferably at
least 4*107 ohm-cm, most preferably 4*108 at a temper-
ature of 500 °C, measured according to the ASTM-D1829
standard. This is possible in among other ways by se-
lecting a substance with a sufficiently good insulation
ability as the material for the body 301 of the ion source
100. A sufficient insulation ability can be achieved, for
example, by many ceramic materials, such as aluminium
oxide which is as pure as possible and which has the
resistivity referred to above, or some other corresponding
ceramic material. Sufficient electrical passivity can also
be achieved by coating the body with an electrically pas-
sive substance and keeping the part inside the coating
sufficiently cool, so that leak flows do not occur. As an

alternative, it is also possible to use a catalytic coating
in order to maintain insulation ability, for example, ac-
cording to the principles known from diesel vehicles.
[0053] The electric insulation ability of the body 301 of
the ion source 100 can be improved by shaping the outer
surface of the body 301 in such a way that the distance
of a surface discharge increases. In Figure 3a, the elec-
trically passive part is shown by hatching. In the cross-
sectional view, in the lower part of the body 301 is an
example of such surface patterning 307. The body 301
of the ion source can also be manufactured using a com-
bination of several materials. The body 301 can be partly
manufactured from an insulation, such as ceramics, and
partly, for example, from metal. With the aid of an ion-
source gas guide 302, it is possible to increase the ve-
locity of the shielding-gas flow SK and thus boost its effect
in maintaining cleanliness.
[0054] With the aid of an electrically passive body of
the ion source all the gas ions formed with the aid of the
corona discharge are brought from the ion source to the
chamber delimited by the surrounding walls. The electri-
cally passive ion-source body does not act as a ground
destroying the gas ions unlike in solutions according to
the prior art, in which only about a tenth of the gas ions
formed exit the ion-source body to the selected chamber.
With an electrically passive ion-source body, a greater
gas ion density is achieved at least over part of the dis-
tance to the selected chamber, when the electric field
formed by the gas ions is stronger than the electric field
formed by the corona electrode. The electric field driving
gas ions to the walls is, on average, less than in solutions
according to the prior art. For this reason, the life of the
gas ions is many times that in solutions according to the
prior art. Based on this, by means of the method accord-
ing to the invention and the corresponding arrangement
and device, it is possible to achieve a cleaning effect of
more than 90 %, in relation to fine particles.
[0055] With the aid of the gas guide 302, it is possible
also to influence the flow of the shielding gas SK after
the ion source 100, to promote mixing. The shielding gas
SK is led to the ion source 100 through the shielding-gas
connection 304. The shielding gas SK can be a gas sub-
stantially free of particles, which means that the particle
content is so small that the particles collected inside the
ion source do not cause significant dirtying of the internal
parts of the ion source 100. The shielding gas SK can
be, for example, air, water vapour, carbon dioxide, nitro-
gen, or a mixture of several gases. The pressure, flow
quantity, and temperature of the shielding gas can ad-
justed to optimize the operation of the filter.
[0056] In the solution according to the invention, the
pressure of the shielding gas can be kept considerably
lower than that of solutions according to the prior art,
because its task is to prevent dirtying of the ion source.
However, the pressure of the shielding gas should be
high enough to prevent the entry of the flue gases to the
body of the ion source.
[0057] The corona discharge is created by raising the
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potential of the corona electrode 303 above the threshold
voltage of the corona discharge, with the aid of a high-
voltage source 306. The high-voltage source is connect-
ed to the corona electrode through a high-voltage con-
ductor 305. The other terminal of the high-voltage source
is grounded. The number of ions I created can be adjust-
ed by adjusting the potential of the corona electrode. The
value of the high voltage used by the ion source is pro-
portional to the dimensions of the chamber of the appli-
cation. In order for a corona discharge to take place in
the corona electrode, a high voltage is required, which
is at a maximum in the order of 7 kV/cm. Thus, the avail-
able voltage is determined according to the dimensions
of the chamber used 10 - 200 kV, preferably 10 - 100 kV,
the dimensions of the chamber being less than half a
metre. This means that a single ion source can be used
at a maximum in a radius of half a metre. In larger cham-
bers, the chamber can divided into several smaller flow
channels, in each of which its own ion source is used, so
that the method can be used even in large chambers.
[0058] According to Figure 3a, the body 110 of the ion
source 100 is entirely insulated, so that it will not act as
a ground for charged gas ions. The body 110 can be
formed of a tubular component, in the middle of which
the corona electrode 303 is situated. The cross-section
of the body can also be a square or a corresponding
shape. Preferably there is a rear wall 308 in the body
110, through which the corona electrode 303 is led. Be-
tween the rear wall 308 and the body 110 there is a shield-
ing-gas connection 304, i.e. a connection through which
shielding gas is blown into the body 110. The shielding-
gas flow can be produced, for example, with the aid of a
low-power fan, which creates inside the body an excess
pressure relative to the selected chamber surrounding
the ion source. The fan can be part of the ion source or
else the boiler fan or a separate fan can be used. Instead
of a fan, it is also possible to use a pump or compressor
to produce the shielding-gas flow. The shielding-gas flow
can also be produced by exploiting the natural vacuum
in the flue gas, in which case the shielding-gas flow is
formed from the effect of the body’s vacuum, without a
separate pump or fan. After the rear wall 308, in the body
110 there is a larger chamber 309, which ends in the gas
guide 302 at the end of the body 110.
[0059] The intention of the gas guide 302 is to accel-
erate the flow of the shielding gas in the final part of the
body 110 and at the same time to be an obstacle to the
entry of flue gases to the body 110. Gas guides can be,
for example, pieces, which include a narrowing part 310
and a diffusor part 311. Both parts can be, for example,
at an angle of 30 - 40° to the longitudinal direction of the
body 110. Preferably there is a neck 312 between the
narrowing part 310 and the diffusion part 311. The body
part 313 of the corona electrode 303 preferably ends at
the junction of the diffusion part 311 and the neck 312,
and a separate corona needle 314, at the end of which
the corona discharge takes place, is attached to the body
part. In other words, the corona needle 314 is in the length

of the diffusion part 311.
[0060] The technology of the ion source used in the
device according to the invention to charge the aerosol
particles of the flue gas is partly disclosed in patent FI
119468.
[0061] Figure 3b shows another form of implementa-
tion of the ion source 100. This form of implementation
differs from the form in Figure 3a in that in this solution
the body 110 is closed at the end with the aid of a front
wall 315 and the side of the body 110 includes openings
316. One corona needle 314 can be located in each open-
ing.
[0062] Figure 4 shows an example of the components
Ei and Eiii of the electric field formed towards the collector
surface KP in an electric filter according to the prior art.
The field Ei is formed between the corona electrode and
the collector surface KP acting as the counter electrode.
As can be seen from Figure 4, the fields Ei and Eiii are
opposite to each other in the vicinity of the corona elec-
trode, which weakens the value of the electric field E
towards the collector surface pointing towards the parti-
cles in this area, and thus weakens the filtering of the
particles. The electric field Eii pointing towards the col-
lector surface KP and formed of charged particles be-
haves in both in electrical filters of the prior art and in an
electrical filter implemented according to the present in-
vention in a corresponding manner to the electric field
Eiii formed by ions, and for this reason is not presented
separately.
[0063] Figure 5 shows a schematic diagram of the
magnitude at different points in the collection area of the
component Eiii towards the collector surface KP of the
electric field caused by an ion cloud. It is typical of the
solution according to the present invention that over at
least a specific length of the collection area the electric
field Eiii is on average significantly stronger that the elec-
tric field Ei. The term on average stronger refers in this
connection to the fact that the electric field Eiii is stronger
than the electric field Ei over most of a specific length of
the flow channel, but that over this distance there may
be specific local areas, in which the strength is the op-
posite. Such areas may be, for example, the edges of
the flow channel.
[0064] Figure 6 shows a schematic diagram of the
magnitude of the component Ei towards the collector sur-
face of the electric field caused by the corona electrode
of the ion source, at different points in the collection area.
The effectiveness of the collection of the charged fine
particles on the collection surfaces is affected by the
charge received by the fine particles, the strength of the
component towards the collection surface of the electric
field affecting the fine particles, and the dwell time of the
fine particles in the collection area. The component E
towards the collection surface of the electric field affect-
ing the particles consists of the electric field Ei created
by the corona electrode of the ion source, the electric
field Eii created by the charged particles, and the electric
field Eiii created by the ions according to the present in-
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vention, forming the equation 

[0065] In the solution according to the invention, the
electric fields Eiii and Eii are stronger in the collection
area than Ei. The field Ei can be regarded as the collection
voltage used in an electrical filter of the prior art. The field
Eii is related to the electric field caused by the collection
of particles in a chamber-charging filter of the prior art.
The electric field Eiii caused by the ions is the field boost-
ing the collection specific to the present invention. The
field Eiii also appears in electric filters of the prior art, but
in these solutions it is detrimental in terms of the filtering.
[0066] Figure 7 shows a boiler arrangement, in there
is one embodiment of the gas filtering apparatus accord-
ing to the invention. The boiler arrangement in question
contains at least a firebox 710, a heat exchanger 730
connected to it, a connection to the flue 740, and an ion
source 100 for feeding ionized gas IK to the flue-gas flow
PK to be cleaned. In addition, in connection with the heat
exchanger 730 there is an operating element 732 suitable
for cleaning the surface of the heat exchanger, and an
ash pan 750. The ion source should be located outside
of the reach of the flames of the firebox, as ions formed
immediately during combustion disturb the cleaning of
fine particles. In addition, it is preferable in terms of clean-
ing that the temperature is less than 700 °C, most pref-
erably less than 500 ° C. The ions of the ionized gas IK
fed by the ion source 100 charge the fine particles of the
flue gas PK to be cleaned. The gas ions of the ionized
gas IK fed by the ion source 100 form an electric field,
i.e. a charging field, in the area of the heat exchanger
730, due to the effect of which the charged flue-gas par-
ticles collect of the walls 200 of the heat exchanger 730.
[0067] The particles collected on the walls 734 of the
heat exchanger 730 can be detached with the aid of the
cleaning element 732, when they fall into a collection tray
750. The shielding gas SK prevents the dirty gas from
entering the ion source 100. The properties of the shield-
ing gas, such as composition and temperature, can be
adjusted to optimize the operation of the filter. The clean-
ing element 732 can be, for example, some kind of
sweeping element, for example, a continuously operating
or periodically operating spiral or a so-called flutterer.
Cleaning can be performed also during operation.
[0068] Figure 8 shows a boiler arrangement, in which
there is one embodiment of the gas-filtering apparatus
according to the invention. The boiler arrangement in
question contains at least a firebox 810, a flue 820 con-
nected to it, a connection to the flue 850, an ash pan 840,
and an ion source 100 for feeding ionized gas IK to the
flue-gas flow PK to be cleaned. The ions of the ionized
gas IK fed by the ion source 100 charge the fine particles
of the flue gas PK to be cleaned. The gas ions of the
ionized gas IK fed by the ion source 100 form an electric

field inside the ash pan 840, i.e. the selected chamber,
as a result of which the charged flue-gas particles collect
on the walls 845 of the ash pan 840. The ash pan 840
can be cleaned, for example, by detaching it and shaking
the ash collected in it into a suitable container. Shielding
gas SK prevents dirty gas entering the ion source 830.
The properties of the shielding gas, such as composition
and temperature, can be adjusted to optimize the oper-
ation of the filter. The body of the ion source is preferably
aligned so that the charged particles collect on the walls
of the chamber on the entry-flow side. Thus fine particles
that may detach during cleaning will not escape past the
ion source.
[0069] The method according to the invention and the
corresponding arrangement and device can be used to
clean flue-gas fine particles directly in the boiler. The in-
vention can be applied as a retrofit to existing combustion
processes, which demands only openings for the ion
source. Application can be 0.01 - 5.0 MW boilers, pref-
erably 20 - 100 kW boilers.
[0070] The method according to the invention can be
applied with certain alterations also to the cleaning of
combinations of various solids and gases in a flow chan-
nel, such as, for example, in air-conditioning ducts in
apartments. The devices used in the method should then
be adapted according to the application.
[0071] According to one embodiment, the device in-
cludes, according to Figure 9, a shielding-gas sources
for keeping the corona electrode 303 and the feed-
through 322 of the body 110 of the ion source clean. The
feed-through 322 in this connection refers to an area of
the outer surface, in which, with the aid of a shielding
gas, dirtying and the formation of an electrically conduc-
tive layer of dirt is prevented. In this way the formation
of a leak flow and breakdowns can be prevented. The
property reduces in practice the need to maintain and
clean the device. In practice, a shielding gas, coming
through a shielding-gas connection 304 can be used as
the shielding-gas source, which is directed to a separate
connection 320, which acts as a shielding-gas channel
to the area 322. A shielding-gas source like that of Figure
9 can also be envisaged as part of the embodiments
shown in the other figures.
[0072] To clean and prevent dirtying of the joint be-
tween the body and the boiler wall it is also possible to
use mechanical cleaning of the outer surface of the body
of the ion source by sweeping, by a self-cleaning photo-
and thermo-catalytic surfacing, and/or by raising the sur-
face temperature to be sufficiently high, when impurities
on the surface burn off or become electrically non-con-
ducting.
[0073] With the aid of the embodiment of Figure 3b, it
is possible to direct the corona electrode 303 to the de-
sired position relative to the flow direction of the flue gas
PK, so that the dirtying of the electrode 303 can be re-
duced/prevented. The implementation permits the direct-
ing of the ion cloud to the desired collector surface, when
the strength of the electric field E relative to a specific
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collector surface KP can be adjusted. By aligning the
corona electrode, it is possible to seek to collect particles
to the metal surface of the desired part of the boiler, for
example, in such a way that the collected particles can
be removed by means of sweeping devices in the boiler.

Claims

1. Method for collecting fine particles from flue gases
onto selected collector surfaces, in which method

- flue gases (PK) containing fine particles (H)
exiting a combustion chamber are led to a se-
lected chamber (20) delimited by walls (200),
which is part of the flow channel of the flue gas,
- with the aid of a corona discharge of a corona
electrode (303) which is in high-voltage relative
to the collector surfaces (KP) of an ion source
(100), gas ions (IK) are formed in a separate
body (110) relative to the chamber (20), the said
ion source (100) being inside the body (110),
- the gas ions (IK) formed are led to a selected
chamber (20) delimited by walls (200) and mixed
with the flue gases (PK), in order to charge the
fine particles (H) contained in the flue gas with
the aid of the gas ions (IK),
- the charged fine particles (VH) are collected
on the collector surfaces (KP),

characterized in that

- the said separate body (110) is an electrically
passive part of the ion source (100), said sepa-
rate body (110) being electrically passive in such
way, that the separate body (110) of the ion
source (100) has a sufficient electrical isolation
capacity for the corona discharge of the corona
electrode (303) to take place between the coro-
na electrode (303) and the wall (200) of the
chamber (20),
- a counter potential to the corona electrode
(303) is formed as is a collector surface (KP) for
the charged particles (VH) from the walls (200)
of the said selected chamber (20) .

2. Method according to Claim 1, characterized in that
in the method an electric field (Eiii) is formed with the
aid of the gas ions (IK), which is at least for a specific
length of the selected flow channel stronger than the
electric field (Ei) formed by the corona electrode
(303) against the ground potential.

3. Method according to Claim 1 or 2, characterized in
that in the method fine particles (H) are collected,
which are less than 10 pm, preferably less than 2
mm in size.

4. Method according to any of Claims 1 - 3, character-
ized in that the life of the gas ions (IK) formed with
the aid of the corona electrode (303) is 30 - 150 ms,
preferably 50 - 80 ms.

5. Method according to any of Claims 1 - 4, character-
ized in that in the method, the operating voltage of
the corona electrode (303) of the ion source (100) is
50 - 95 %, preferably 80 - 90 % of the breakdown
voltage.

6. Method according to any of Claims 1 - 5, character-
ized in that in the method the gas ions (IK) are mixed
with flue gases (PK), the temperature of which is less
than 700 C, preferably less than 500 °C.

7. Method according to any of Claims 1 - 6, character-
ized in that the device is located in such a chamber
(20), in which the flow velocity of the flue gases in
the area of influence of the corona electrode (303)
is less than 1.5 m/s, preferably less than 0.5 m/s.

8. Method according to any of Claims 1 - 7, character-
ized in that in the method the excess pressure used
in the body (110) is 50 - 2000 Pa, preferably 100 -
500 Pa relative to the chamber (20) .

9. Device for forming an electric field to collect the fine
particles of flue gases on the collector surfaces in-
side of a selected chamber of a boiler, which device
includes an ion source equipped with a corona elec-
trode (303) for creating gas ions (IK) with the aid of
a corona discharge, a high-voltage source (306) for
the corona electrode (303), and a shielding-gas con-
nection (304) through which shielding gas (SK) is
blown into the body (110) for preventing the dirtying
of the ion source (100), and which ion source (100)
includes a body (110) for separating the corona elec-
trode (303) from the selected chamber (20), and an
opening (316) in the body (110), wherein said open-
ing (316) is arranged to open into the chamber (20)
containing flue gas (PK) characterized in that said
body (110) of the ion source (100) is electrically pas-
sive without a counter potential in such way, that the
separate body (110) of the ion source (100) has a
sufficient electrical isolation capacity for the corona
discharge of the corona electrode (303) to take place
between the corona electrode (303) and a counter
potential formed by a wall (200) belonging to the
chamber (20) .

10. Device according to Claim 9, characterized in that
the operating voltage of the corona electrode (303)
of the device is 50 - 95 %, preferably 80 - 90 % of
the breakdown voltage.

11. Device according to Claim 9 or 10, characterized
in that the said electrically passive body (110) is
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manufactured from a ceramic, the resistivity of which
is at least 4*106 ohm-cm, preferably at least 4*107

ohm-cm, most preferably at least 4*108 ohm-cm at
a temperature of 500 °C.

12. Arrangement for collecting fine particles from flue
gases, which arrangement includes

- a chamber (20) delimited by walls (200) for flue
gases (PK) exiting from the combustion cham-
ber,
- a counter-surface in a ground potential relative
to the corona electrode (303), for creating gas
ions (IK),
- a fan for mixing the gas ions (IK) to charge the
fine particles (H) of the flue gases (PK),
- collector surfaces (KP) for collecting the
charged fine particles (VH),

characterized in that a device according to any of
Claims 9 - 11 is used in the arrangement and said
fan is located before the shielding-gas connection
(304) belonging to the body (110) of the device for
preventing the dirtying of the ion source (100).

13. Arrangement according to Claim 12, characterized
in that the device is located in such a chamber (20),
in which the flow velocity of the flue gases in the area
of influence of the corona electrode (303) is less than
1.5 m/s, preferably less than 0.5 m/s.

14. Arrangement according to Claim 12 or 13, charac-
terized in that the diameter of the said body (110)
is 10 - 50 %, preferably 15 - 40 % of the diameter of
the said chamber (20).

15. Arrangement according to any of Claims 12 - 14,
characterized in that the arrangement includes
means for feeding a shielding gas in connection with
the feed-through (322) between the body (110) and
the wall (200).

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zum Sammeln von Feinstaub aus Abga-
sen sowie entsprechende Vorrichtung und Anord-
nung, wobei in dem Verfahren

- Feinstaub (H) enthaltende Abgase (PK), die
aus einer Brennkammer austreten, in eine durch
Wände (200) begrenzte definierte Kammer (20)
geleitet werden, welche Teil des Strömungska-
nals für das Abgas bildet,
- mithilfe einer Koronaentladung einer Korona-
elektrode (303), die relativ zu den Sammelflä-
chen (KP) einer Ionenquelle (100) unter Hoch-
spannung steht, Gasionen (IK) in einem relativ

zur Kammer (20) separaten Körper (110) gebil-
det werden, wobei sich die genannte Ionenquel-
le (100) innerhalb des Körpers (110) befindet,
- die gebildeten Gasionen (IK) in eine durch
Wände (200) begrenzte, definierte Kammer (20)
geleitet und mit den Abgasen (PK) vermischt
werden, um die im Abgas enthaltenen Fein-
staubpartikel (H) mithilfe der Gasionen (IK) auf-
zuladen,
- die aufgeladenen Feinstaubpartikel (VH) auf
den Sammelflächen (KP) gesammelt werden,

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass

- der genannte separate Körper (110) ein elek-
trisch passiver Bestandteil der Ionenquelle
(100) ist, wobei der separate Körper (110) der-
gestalt elektrisch passiv ist, dass der separate
Körper (110) der Ionenquelle (100) eine ausrei-
chende elektrische Isolierkapazität aufweist, so
dass die Koronaentladung der Koronaelektrode
(303) sich zwischen der Koronaelektrode (303)
und der Wand (200) der Kammer (20) ereignen
kann,
- von den Wänden (200) der genannten definier-
ten Kammer (20) ein Gegenpotential zur Koro-
naelektrode (303) gebildet wird, welches als
Sammelfläche (KP) für die geladenen Partikel
(VH) fungiert.

2. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass bei dem Verfahren ein elektrisches
Feld (Eiii) mithilfe der Gasionen (IK) gebildet wird,
welches zumindest über eine spezifische Länge des
definierten Strömungskanals stärker ist als das elek-
trische Feld (Ei), welches von der Koronaelektrode
(303) gegen das Massepotential gebildet wird.

3. Verfahren nach Anspruch 1 oder 2, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass bei dem Verfahren Feinstaub-
partikel (H) gesammelt werden, deren Größe kleiner
als 10 pm, bevorzugt kleines als 2 pm, ist.

4. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 3, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Lebensdauer der mithilfe
der Koronaelektrode (303) gebildeten Gasionen (IK)
30 - 150 ms, bevorzugt 50 - 80 ms, beträgt.

5. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 4, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Betriebsspannung der
Koronaelektrode (303) der Ionenquelle (100) 50 - 95
%, bevorzugt 80 - 90 %, der Durchbruchspannung
beträgt.

6. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 5, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass bei dem Verfahren die Ga-
sionen (IK) mit den Abgasen (PK) gemischt werden,
wobei die Temperatur der Abgase niedriger als 700
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C, bevorzugt niedriger als 500 °C, ist.

7. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 6, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass die Vorrichtung in einer sol-
chen Kammer (20) angeordnet ist, in der die Strö-
mungsgeschwindigkeit des Abgases im Einflussbe-
reich der Koronaelektrode (303) weniger als 1,5 m/s,
bevorzugt weniger als 0,5 m/s, beträgt.

8. Verfahren nach einem der Ansprüche 1 - 7, dadurch
gekennzeichnet, dass der im Körper (110) verwen-
dete Überdruck bei 50 - 2000 Pa, bevorzugt bei 100
- 500 Pa, relativ zur Kammer (20) liegt.

9. Vorrichtung zur Bildung eines elektrischen Feldes
zum Sammeln von Feinstaub in Abgasen auf der
Sammelfläche einer definierten Kammer eines Heiz-
kessels, wobei die Vorrichtung eine mit einer Koro-
naelektrode (303) ausgestattete Ionenquelle zur Bil-
dung von Gasionen (IK) mithilfe einer Koronaentla-
dung umfasst, sowie eine Hochspannungsquelle
(306) für die Koronaelektrode (303), einen Schutz-
gasanschluss (304), durch welchen Schutzgas (SK)
in den Körper (110) geblasen wird, um eine Ver-
schmutzung der Ionenquelle (100) zu verhindern,
und wobei die Ionenquelle (100) einen Körper (110)
zur Trennung der Koronaelektrode (303) von der de-
finierten Kammer (20) umfasst, und eine Öffnung
(316) im Körper (110),
wobei die genannte Öffnung (316) dafür eingerichtet
ist, sich zur Kammer (20), welche das Abgas (PK)
enthält, zu öffnen, dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass
der genannte Körper (110) der Ionenquelle (100)
elektrisch passiv ohne ein Gegenpotential ist, und
zwar dergestalt, dass der separate Körper (110) der
Ionenquelle (100) eine ausreichende elektrische Iso-
lierkapazität aufweist, so dass die Koronaentladung
der Koronaelektrode (303) sich zwischen der Koro-
naelektrode (303) und einem Gegenpotential, das
durch eine Wand (200) der Kammer (20) gebildet
wird, ereignen kann.

10. Vorrichtung nach Anspruch 9, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Betriebsspannung der Korona-
elektrode (303) der Vorrichtung 50 - 95 %, bevorzugt
80 - 90 %, der Durchbruchspannung beträgt.

11. Vorrichtung nach einem der Ansprüche 9 oder 10,
dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass der genannte elek-
trisch passive Körper (110) aus einem Keramikma-
terial gefertigt ist, dessen spezifischer Widerstand
mindestens 4*106 Ohm-cm, bevorzugt mindestens
4*107 Ohm-cm, am meisten bevorzugt mindestens
4*108 Ohm-cm, bei einer Temperatur von 500 °C
beträgt.

12. Anordnung zum Sammeln von Feinstaub in Abga-
sen, wobei die Anordnung Folgendes umfasst:

- eine durch Wände (200) begrenzte Kammer
(20) für die aus der Brennkammer austretenden
Abgase (PK),
- eine als Massepotential ausgebildete Gegen-
fläche relativ zur Koronaelektrode (303) zur Bil-
dung von Gasionen (IK),
- einen Ventilator zum Mischen der Gasionen
(IK), um die Feinstaubpartikel (H) des Abgases
(PK) elektrisch aufzuladen,
- Sammelflächen (KP) zum Sammeln der auf-
geladenen Feinstaubpartikel (VH),

dadurch gekennzeichnet, dass eine Vorrichtung
gemäß einem der Ansprüche 9 - 11 in der Anordnung
verwendet wird und der genannte Ventilator vor dem
Schutzgasanschluss (304) angeordnet ist, welcher
zum Körper (110) der Vorrichtung gehört und dazu
dient, eine Verschmutzung der Ionenquelle (100) zu
verhindern.

13. Anordnung nach Anspruch 12, dadurch gekenn-
zeichnet, dass die Vorrichtung in einer solchen
Kammer (20) angeordnet ist, in der die Strömungs-
geschwindigkeit des Abgases im Einflussbereich der
Koronaelektrode (303) weniger als 1,5 m/s, bevor-
zugt weniger als 0,5 m/s, beträgt.

14. Anordnung nach Anspruch 12 oder 13, dadurch ge-
kennzeichnet, dass der Durchmesser des genann-
ten Körpers (110) 10 - 50 %, bevorzugt 15 - 40 %,
des Durchmessers der genannten Kammer (20) be-
trägt.

15. Anordnung nach einem der Ansprüche 12 - 14, da-
durch gekennzeichnet, dass die Anordnung Mittel
zur Zuführung von Schutzgas in Verbindung mit der
Durchführung (322) zwischen dem Körper (110) und
der Wand (200) umfasst.

Revendications

1. Procédé pour collecter des particules fines dans des
gaz de fumée sur des surfaces de collecteur sélec-
tionnées, dans lequel

- les gaz de fumée (PK) contenant des particules
fines (H) sortant d’une chambre de combustion
sont dirigés vers une chambre sélectionnée (20)
délimitée par des murs (200), qui fait partie du
canal de circulation du gaz de fumée,
- avec l’aide d’une décharge par effet couronne
d’une électrode à effet couronne (303) qui est à
haute tension par rapport aux surfaces du col-
lecteur (KP) d’une source d’ions (100), des ions
gazeux (IK) se forment dans un corps distinct
(110) par rapport à la chambre (20), ladite sour-
ce d’ions (100) se trouvant à l’intérieur du corps
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(110),
- les ions gazeux (IK) formés sont dirigés vers
une chambre sélectionnée (20) délimitée par
des murs (200) et mélangés aux gaz de fumée
(PK), afin de charger les particules fines (H) con-
tenues dans le gaz de fumée à l’aide des ions
gazeux (IK),
- les particules fines chargées (VH) sont collec-
tées sur les surfaces du collecteur (KP),

caractérisé en ce que

- ledit corps distinct (110) est une partie électri-
quement passive de la source d’ions (100), ledit
corps distinct (110) étant électriquement passif
de telle manière que le corps distinct (110) de
la source d’ions (100) a une capacité d’isolation
électrique suffisante pour que la décharge par
effet couronne de l’électrode à effet couronne
(303) ait lieu entre l’électrode à effet couronne
(303) et le mur (200) de la chambre (20),
- un contre-potentiel vers l’électrode à effet cou-
ronne (303) se forme en tant que surface de
collecteur (KP) pour les particules chargées
(VH) à partir des murs (200) de ladite chambre
sélectionnée (20).

2. Procédé conformément à la revendication 1, carac-
térisé en ce que, dans le procédé, un champ élec-
trique (Eiii) est formé avec l’aide des ions gazeux (IK)
et est, au moins pour une longueur spécifique du
canal de circulation sélectionné, plus puissant que
le champ électrique (Ei) formé par l’électrode à effet
couronne (303) contre le potentiel à la terre.

3. Procédé conformément à la revendication 1 ou 2,
caractérisé en ce que, dans le procédé, les parti-
cules fines (H) sont collectées et ont une taille infé-
rieure à 10 pm, de préférence inférieure à 2 pm.

4. Procédé conformément à l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 3, caractérisé en ce que la durée
de vie des ions gazeux (IK) formés à l’aide de l’élec-
trode à effet couronne (303) est de 30 à 150 ms, de
préférence de 50 à 80 ms.

5. Procédé conformément à l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 4, caractérisé en ce que, dans le
procédé, la tension de fonctionnement de l’électrode
à effet couronne (303) de la source d’ions (100) est
de 50 à 95 %, de préférence de 80 à 90 %, de la
tension de claquage.

6. Procédé conformément à l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 5, caractérisé en ce que, dans le
procédé, les ions gazeux (IK) sont mélangés aux
gaz de fumée (PK), la température desquels est in-
férieure à 700 °C, de préférence inférieure à 500 °C.

7. Procédé conformément à l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 6, caractérisé en ce que le dispo-
sitif est situé dans une chambre (20), dans laquelle
la vitesse de circulation des gaz de fumée dans la
zone d’influence de l’électrode à effet couronne
(303) est inférieure à 1,5 m/s, de préférence infé-
rieure à 0,5 m/s.

8. Procédé conformément à l’une quelconque des re-
vendications 1 à 7, caractérisé en ce que, dans le
procédé, l’excédent de pression utilisé dans le corps
(110) est de 50 à 2000 Pa, de préférence de 100 à
500 Pa, par rapport à la chambre (20).

9. Dispositif pour former un champ électrique pour col-
lecter les particules fines de gaz de fumée sur les
surfaces du collecteur à l’intérieur d’une chambre
sélectionnée d’une chaudière, ledit dispositif in-
cluant une source d’ions équipée d’une électrode à
effet couronne (303) pour la création d’ions gazeux
(IK) avec l’aide d’une décharge à effet couronne,
d’une source à haute tension (306) pour l’électrode
à effet couronne (303) et d’un élément de connexion
de gaz protecteur (304) à travers lequel le gaz pro-
tecteur (SK) est insufflé dans le corps (110) pour
empêcher que la source d’ions (100) s’encrasse, et
ladite source d’ions (100) incluant un corps (110)
pour séparer l’électrode à effet couronne (303) de la
chambre sélectionnée (20), et une ouverture (316)
dans le corps (110),
dans lequel ladite ouverture (316) est disposée de
sorte à s’ouvrir dans la chambre (20) contenant le
gaz de fumée (PK) caractérisée en ce que ledit
corps (110) de la source d’ions (100) est électrique-
ment passif sous contre-potentiel de sorte que le
corps distinct (110) de la source d’ions (100) dispose
d’une capacité d’isolation électrique suffisante pour
que la décharge à effet couronne de l’électrode à
effet couronne (303) ait lieu entre l’électrode à effet
couronne (303) et un contre-potentiel formé par un
mur (200) appartenant à la chambre (20).

10. Dispositif conformément à la revendication 9, carac-
térisé en ce que la tension de fonctionnement de
l’électrode à effet couronne (303) du dispositif est de
50 à 95 %, de préférence de 80 à 90 %, de la tension
de claquage.

11. Dispositif conformément à la revendication 9 ou 10,
caractérisé en ce que ledit corps électriquement
passif (110) est fabriqué à partir d’une céramique
dont la résistance est au moins de 4*106 ohm-cm,
de préférence au moins 4*107 ohm-cm, surtout de
préférence au moins de 4*108 ohm-cm à une tem-
pérature de 500 °C.

12. Agencement pour la collecte de particules fines à
partir de gaz de fumée, ledit agencement incluant
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- une chambre (20) délimitée par des murs (200)
pour les gaz de fumée (PK) sortant de la cham-
bre de combustion,
- une contre-surface d’un potentiel à la terre re-
latif à l’électrode à effet couronne (303), pour la
création d’ions gazeux (IK),
- un ventilateur pour mélanger les ions gazeux
(IK) afin de charger les particules fines (H) des
gaz de fumée (PK),
- des surfaces de collecteur (KP) pour collecter
les particules fines chargées (VH),

caractérisé en ce qu’un dispositif conformément à
l’une quelconque des revendications 9 à 11 est uti-
lisé dans l’agencement et ledit ventilateur est situé
avant l’élément de connexion de gaz protecteur
(304) appartenant au corps (110) du dispositif pour
empêcher que la source d’ions (100) s’encrasse.

13. Agencement conformément à la revendication 12,
caractérisé en ce que le dispositif est situé dans
une chambre (20), dans laquelle la vitesse de circu-
lation des gaz de fumée dans la zone d’influence de
l’électrode à effet couronne (303) est inférieure à 1,5
m/s, de préférence inférieure à 0,5 m/s.

14. Agencement conformément à la revendication 12 ou
13, caractérisé en ce que le diamètre dudit corps
(110) est de 10 à 50 %, de préférence de 15 à 40 %
du diamètre de ladite chambre (20).

15. Agencement conformément à l’une quelconque des
revendications 12 à 14, caractérisé en ce que
l’agencement inclut des moyens pour l’alimentation
d’un gaz de protection en relation avec le canal d’ali-
mentation (322) entre le corps (110) et le mur (200).
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